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Abstract. Pollen limitation affects plants with diverse reproductive systems and ecologies. In self-incompatible (SI)
species, pollen limitation may preclude full reproductive compensation for prezygotic rejection of pollen. We present
a model designed to explore the effects of incomplete reproductive compensation on evolutionary changes at a modifier
locus that regulates the level of SI expression. Our results indicate that incomplete reproductive compensation greatly
increases the evolutionary costs of SI, particularly in populations with low S-allele diversity. The evolutionary fate
of modifiers of SI expression depends on the rate at which they are transmitted to future generations as well as the
effects of SI on offspring number and quality. Partial SI expression can represent a stable condition rather than an
evolutionarily transient state between full expression and full suppression. This unanticipated result provides the first
theoretical support for the evolutionary stability of such mixed mating systems, the existence of which has recently
been documented.
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Hermaphroditic flowering plants exhibit a wide variety of
self-incompatibility (SI) mechanisms, the best known of
which inhibit fertilization by pollen that express genetically
encoded specificities in common with the pistil. Pollen spec-
ificity is determined by the S-locus genotype of individual
pollen grains or tubes in gametophytic SI (GSI) systems, and
of the pollen parent in sporophytic SI (SSI) systems. Viewed
as a form of parental manipulation, SI constitutes a mecha-
nism for the preferential support of outbred offspring. Under
pollen limitation (receipt of fewer compatible pollen grains
than sufficient to fertilize all available ovules), this manip-
ulation may incur substantial evolutionary costs.

Pollen Limitation Disfavors Self-Incompatibility

Parental manipulation incurs greater evolutionary costs as
reproductive compensation declines. Fisher’s (1930) concept
of reproductive compensation refers to the recouping of pa-
rental investment in inviable or less favored offspring and
its redirection toward new reproduction. In the context of
sex-ratio evolution, for example, complete reproductive com-
pensation implies manipulation of brood sex ratio indepen-
dently of brood size. In the canonical model of SI (Wright
1939), rejection of incompatible pollen entails no reduction
in seed set (complete reproductive compensation). In pollen-
limited conditions, however, SI expression may incur direct
declines in seed set.

Bateman (1948) suggested that mate availability rarely lim-
its female reproduction in animals; in plants, however, pollen
availability may constitute a major limitation of reproductive
success through female function (reviewed by Burd 1994;
Larson and Barrett 2000; Wilcock and Neiland 2002). Burd’s
(1994) survey of 258 species representing 77 angiosperm
families showed that 62% suffer from pollen-limited seed set
in at least one geographical location or one reproductive sea-
son. Various factors, including low levels of pollen produc-
tion, pollinator availability, or mate availability, may con-

tribute to pollen limitation (Wilcock and Neiland 2002). An
overabundance of heterospecific pollen may interfere with
the receipt of or fertilization by compatible pollen grains
(Fishman and Wyatt 1999; but see Shore and Barrett 1984).
Although limited pollen transfer is often associated with an-
imal vectors, recent work indicates that it may be important
in wind-pollinated species as well (Koenig and Ashley 2003).
Theoretical studies suggest that pollen limitation may influ-
ence the evolution of various aspects of mating systems, in-
cluding allocation to male and female function (e.g., Lloyd
1987; Olivieri et al. 1994; Maurice and Fleming 1995; Sakai
1995) or synchronization of reproduction (Satake and Iwasa
2002).

Pollen limitation is considered to be a condition favoring
the evolution of self-compatibility (SC) from SI ancestors
(Baker 1955; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979; Reinartz
and Les 1994; Goodwillie 1999). Even under levels of de-
position of conspecific pollen sufficient to ensure full seed
set in SC plants, the expression of SI may reduce reproduction
if a substantial fraction of the pollen received is incompatible.
SI expression may inhibit reproduction within local neigh-
borhoods of structured populations (Levin 1989; Byers and
Meagher 1992; Goodell et al. 1997). Even after deposition,
self pollen may directly interfere with outcross pollen by
reducing germination rates or pollen tube growth (Ockendon
and Currah 1977; Bertin and Sullivan 1988; Galen et al. 1989;
Ramsey and Vaughton 2000) or promoting flower abscission
or fruit abortion (Becerra and Lloyd 1992; Morse 1994; Vo-
gler and Stephenson 2001). Larson and Barrett (2000)
showed, using phylogenetically independent contrasts, that
SI species show significantly greater gains in fruit set under
experimental pollen supplementation than do SC species. To
the extent that it reduces reproductive compensation, pollen
limitation may substantially increase the evolutionary costs
of SI.

Vekemans et al. (1998) conducted numerical simulations
to explore the effect of fecundity selection on the evolution
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of the S-locus. They incorporated fecundity selection into
their models by limiting the number of pollen grains sampled
before an unfertilized ovule was discarded. Under restriction
to sampling of a single pollen grain, this formulation recovers
Finney’s (1952) zygote elimination model, which is equiv-
alent to symmetric overdominance in viability with lethal
homozygosis. As the maximum number of pollen grains sam-
pled becomes arbitrarily large, their model converges to the
standard Wright (1939) model, which prescribes no fecundity
selection (complete reproductive compensation). They found
that fecundity selection increases the number of segregating
S-alleles and decreases their average life spans in finite pop-
ulations, particularly in SSI systems.

Genetic Mechanisms of Self-Incompatibility Breakdown

Pollen limitation may promote evolutionary transitions
from SI to SC. de Nettancourt (1977) recognized three prin-
cipal genetic mechanisms for the breakdown of SI: (1) po-
lyploidization or gene duplication; (2) mutations at the S-
locus; and (3) mutations at other loci.

Polyploidization has long been recognized as a primary
pathway to self-compatibility (Lewis 1943; Stebbins 1955).
Transformation studies in model systems of both GSI and
SSI have provided direct experimental support for this view.
Indeed, the almost complete suppression of pistil specificity
in transformants bearing an additional copy of part of the S-
locus (Murfett et al. 1992; Conner et al. 1997) posed a major
technical obstacle to the identification of the gene that en-
codes pistil specificity (Lee et al. 1994; Murfett et al. 1994;
Takasaki et al. 2000). To investigate the determination of
pollen specificity in S-RNase-based GSI, Golz et al. (1999)
generated by X-irradiation of Nicotiana alata pollen grains
mutations that impaired the pollen but not the pistil com-
ponent of the SI rejection reaction. All mutations have now
been shown to involve duplications, including some that lack
the S-RNase gene, the product of which inhibits the growth
of incompatible pollen tubes (Golz et al. 2001).

Mutations within the S-locus itself may contribute to SC
by disrupting the expression or activity of products of the S-
locus. For example, Royo et al. (1994) showed that an S-
RNase allele isolated from a partially SC natural population
of Lycopersicon peruvianum (Rick 1986) bore a point mu-
tation that causes an amino acid substitution in the active site
for RNase activity.

Modulators of SI expression segregating at loci distinct
from the S-locus have been detected in many plants spanning
a wide taxonomic range (reviewed by Levin 1996). Levin
(1996) has suggested that many transitions from SI to SC
may have arisen through genetic changes at modifier loci
rather than at the S-locus itself. The modulation of S-locus
expression by unlinked genes has been characterized in model
systems of both SSI and GSI (reviewed by McClure et al.
2000; Cruz-Garcı́a et al. 2003). In the form of SSI expressed
in Brassica, modifiers have been described that induce sup-
pression of the stigmatic rejection reaction, with (Nasrallah
et al. 1992) or without (Ikeda et al. 1997) changing expression
levels of S-locus-specific glycoproteins. In N. alata, which
expresses S-RNase-based GSI, antisense suppression of a
gene encoding a small protein (HT) suppresses S-allele-spe-

cific pollen rejection without affecting S-RNase expression
(McClure et al. 1999). Analysis of a naturally occuring SC
variant in Petunia axillaris indicated suppression of tran-
scripts of a specific S-allele by a factor segregating at a dis-
tinct locus (Tsukamoto et al. 2003).

An increasing body of evidence suggests that rejection of
incompatible pollen represents a quantitative, rather than
qualitative, trait. Plants derived from natural Phlox popula-
tions responded rapidly to two cycles of artificial selection
favoring increases or decreases in autogamous fruiting (Bix-
by and Levin 1996). Good-Ávila and Stephenson (2002) de-
tected heritable variation for increasing self-fertility with
flower age in Campanula rapunculoides. Stephenson et al.
(2003) showed that the fraction of pollen tubes that succeeded
in traversing the entire length of the style within 48 h of
application of self pollen increased with flower age in So-
lanum carolinense; the finding of significant differences
among genets may indicate genetic variation for reduced SI
expression with age.

Evolutionary Modification of Self-Incompatibility Expression

Here we explore the evolutionary consequences of incom-
plete reproductive compensation on the level of expression
of GSI. We study the evolutionary dynamics at a modifier
locus, unlinked to the S-locus, which influences the propor-
tion of pollen tubes screened for compatibility. For example,
such a locus might influence the age of onset of SI breakdown
in C. rapunculoides or S. carolinense. We find that in addition
to substantially increasing the evolutionary costs of SI, in-
complete reproductive compensation can give rise to evo-
lutionarily stable states of partial SI expression.

MODEL

Our model describes evolutionary changes at a modifier
locus that influences the level of expression of GSI in a
population subject to incomplete reproductive compensation
for rejected incompatible pollen. We assume that n func-
tionally equivalent S-alleles segregate in the population in
equal frequencies (1/n). Each of the n genotypes homozygous
for an S-allele occurs with frequency u0, and each of the

heterozygous genotypes with frequency u1. Let s denoten1 22
the fraction of pollen deposited on a stigma that was produced
by the same plant (self pollen) and s the rate at which inbred
zygotes (derived from self pollen) survive to reproduction
relative to outbred zygotes (0 # s, s # 1). Reproductive
compensation influences the evolutionary dynamics through
c, representing the seed set of fully self-incompatible relative
to fully self-compatible plants (0 # c # 1).

Resident Population

In the resident population (prior to the introduction of var-
iation at the modifier locus), all individuals screen a fraction
t0 of pollen received for S-allele compatibility, with all S-
alleles within the complementary pollen fraction (1 2 t0)
accepted. Within the screened fraction, each individual ho-
mozygous at the S-locus rejects pollen that express its single
S-allele (proportion 1/n), and each S-locus heterozygote re-
jects pollen bearing either of two S-alleles (proportion 2/n).
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Explicitly, the fractions of pollen accepted by S-locus ho-
mozygotes and heterozygotes correspond to [(1 2 t0) 1 t0(1
2 s)(1 2 1/n)] and [(1 2 t0) 1 t0(1 2 s)(1 2 2/n)]. These
expressions represent the average probability of acceptance
over the phases in which screening is turned off (1 2 t0) and
on (t0).

Reproductive compensation ameliorates the reduction in
seed set expected to accompany rejection of incompatible
pollen, with complete compensation implying no reduction.
We incorporate this phenomenon into our model by setting
the numbers of zygotes produced by homozygotes and het-
erozygotes equal to scaled fractions of accepted pollen, [(1
2 t0) 1 t0(1 2 s)(1 2 1/n)]/d0 and [(1 2 t0) 1 t0(1 2 s)(1
2 2/n)]/d1, for scaling factors given by

d 5 (1 2 c) 1 c[(1 2 t ) 1 t (1 2 s)(1 2 1/n)] (1a)0 0 0

and
d 5 (1 2 c) 1 c[(1 2 t ) 1 t (1 2 s)(1 2 2/n)]. (1b)1 0 0

Under full compensation (c 5 1), this construction determines
independence between seed set and S-locus genotype or level
of pollen rejection, as in Wright’s (1939) classic GSI model.
Under incomplete compensation (c , 1), seed set declines
with increases in SI expression level (t0).

Genotypic frequencies in the offspring generation corre-
spond to

9 *Tu 5 (1 2 t ){u [ss 1 (1 2 s)/n]0 0 0

*1 (n 2 1)u [ss 1 2(1 2 s)/n]/4} (2a)1

and

9 *Tu 5 (1 2 t )u [ss 1 2(1 2 s)/n]/21 0 1

* *1 2(1 2 s)[u 1 (n 2 2)u /2]/n, (2b)0 1

in which the prime denotes frequencies among offspring, T
ensures that the genotypic frequencies sum to unity, and

*u 5 u /d and (3a)0 0 0

*u 5 u /d , (3b)1 1 1

for d0 and d1 defined in equation (1a,b). Prior to the intro-
duction of variation at the modifier locus, the frequencies of
S-locus homozygotes and heterozygotes correspond to the
single point (û0, û1) that satisfies the condition for equilibrium
( 5 u0, 5 u1).u9 u90 1

Modifier of Gametophytic Self-Incompatibility Expression

A modifier locus, which undergoes recombination with the
S-locus at rate r, controls the level of expression of GSI. In
the resident population, all individuals bear genotype M0M0
at the modifier locus and screen a proportion t0 of pollen
received for compatibility. Upon the introduction of modifier
allele M1, genotypes M0M1 (which screens a proportion t1 of
pollen received) and M1M1 (t2) arise.

Assumption of complete symmetry among S-allele fre-
quencies and genotypes permits reduction of the number of
distinct genotypic frequencies to six. Let v0 represent the
frequency of M0M1 individuals homozygous for any partic-
ular S-allele among the n segregating in the population, and
v1 heterozygous for any pair of S-alleles; similarly, w0 and

w1 represent the frequencies of M1M1 individuals that bear
one or two distinct S-alleles nA[n (u 1 v 1 w ) 1 (u 11 20 0 0 12

All genotypes make equal contributions to thev 1 w )] 5 1.1 1
outcross pollen pool, of which M0 pollen constitutes the frac-
tion

n
p 5 n(u 1 v /2) 1 (u 1 v /2) (4)0 0 1 11 22

and M1 pollen the fraction q (51 2 p). As in the resident
population (eq. 3), the level at which each genotype expresses
SI (ti) influences its seed set. A full set of recursions appears
in Appendix 1.

RESULTS

Analysis

Restriction to free recombination (r 5 1/2) and complete
dominance of M1 (t1 5 t2) permits reduction of the number
of free variables from four to two:

g 5 w 1 v /2 and (5a)0 0 0

g 5 w 1 v /2. (5b)1 1 1

We made a further change in basis, to the biologically mean-
ingful variables

n
q 5 ng 1 g and (6a)0 11 22

d 5 u g 2 u g , (6b)0 1 1 0

the frequency of modifier allele M1 and a measure of dis-
equilibrium between the S-locus and the modifier locus, re-
spectively. Positive d (g1/g0 . u1/u0) corresponds to a pos-
itive association between S-locus heterozygosity and the rare
modifier allele.

We studied the analytical condition for the initial increase
of a dominant modifier allele M1 of weak effect (t2 close to
t0) at a locus unlinked to the S-locus (Appendix 2). Using a
modified form of local stability analysis (Uyenoyama 1991),
we determined the relationship of the change over a single
generation in the frequency of a modifier allele initiated in
a particular genotypic configuration to the asymptotic be-
havior of the linearized system after a general local pertur-
bation. To explore the evolutionary behavior of the system
in the absence of some of these simplifying assumptions, we
also conducted numerical iterations of the full recursion sys-
tem.

Change over a Single Generation

Components of selection

From the multidimensional description of the linearized
evolutionary dynamics (eq. A8), we obtained an expression
for a one-generation change in gene frequency:

q(t 2 t ) dR dRn0 2 0 12TDq 5 nu 1 u0 11 2[ ]22 dt dt0 0

(R 2 R )dn 0 11 n , (7)1 22 2
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in which R0 and R1 represent rates of transmission of modifier
alleles through S-locus homozygotes and heterozygotes:

R 5 {(1 2 t )[ss 1 (1 2 s)/2n]0 0

1 (1 2 s)(1 2 1/n)/2}/d and (8a)0

R 5 {(1 2 t )[ss 1 (1 2 s)/n]1 0

1 (1 2 s)(1 2 2/n)/2}/d . (8b)1

These measures of reproductive success at the modifier locus
correspond to expected numbers of surviving offspring,
weighted by parent-offspring relatedness with respect to the
modifier locus. For example, the number of zygotes produced
by selfing is proportional to (1 2 t0)s; although inbreeding
depression reduces the viability of inbred offspring (s), re-
latedness with respect to the modifier locus of parents to
inbred offspring exceeds that to outbred offspring by twofold
(1 to 1/2).

Two components of selection determine the fate of rare
modifiers of SI expression. The first term on the right side
of (7) represents the direct effect of changes in the level of
expression of SI on expected rates of transmission of modifier
alleles, and the second term selection pressures mediated by
genetic associations between the modifier locus and the S-
locus. We refer to these components as the direct and dis-
equilibrium effects, respectively.

Direct effect

To determine whether SI expression promotes transmission
of modifier alleles, we examined the nature of the dependence
of R0 and R1 on t0. Higher levels of SI expression increase
transmission of modifier alleles through S-locus homozygotes
(dR0/dt0 . 0) only if inbred offspring have sufficiently low
viability:

1 (1 2 c)[s 1 (1 2 s)/n]
2 . s. (9)

2 2s{1 2 c[s 1 (1 2 s)/n]}

SI expression promotes transmission of modifier alleles
through S-locus heterozygotes (dR1/dt0 . 0) under a similar
but more restrictive condition (eq. 9 with 1/n replaced by 2/n).

Condition (9) indicates that under full reproductive com-
pensation (c 5 1), rejection of incompatible pollen improves
transmission of modifier alleles only under a greater than
twofold difference in viability between inbred and outbred
offspring (1/2 . s). The evolutionary costs of SI expression
increase as the level of reproductive compensation (c) or
number of segregating S-alleles (n) declines.

Disequilibrium effect

Because SI expression entails the rejection of only one
pollen specificity by S-locus homozygotes and two by het-
erozygotes, homozygotes tend to transmit modifier alleles at
higher rates:

t (1 2 s)[1 2 c 1 cs(1 2 t )(1 2 2s)]0 0R 2 R 5 . (10)0 1 2nd d0 1

In the absence of SI expression or outcross pollen (t0[1 2 s]
5 0), S-locus homozygotes and heterozygotes transmit mod-

ifier alleles at equal rates (R0 5 R1); otherwise, heterozygotes
provide a less favorable conduit for modifier alleles (R0 .
R1) under sufficiently low inbred viabilities:

1 1 2 c
1 . s. (11)

2 2cs(1 2 t )0

In particular, a twofold reduction in viability of inbred off-
spring (1/2 $ s) is sufficient to ensure higher rates of trans-
mission of modifier alleles through S-locus homozygotes (R0
. R1).

Asymptotic Fate of General Local Perturbations

While equation (7) describes the change in frequency of a
rare modifier allele over a single generation, evolutionary
inference requires determination of whether rare alleles ini-
tiated in arbitrary genotypic configurations ultimately invade
the population (Appendix 2). Beyond limiting cases (Ap-
pendix 3), the relative magnitudes of the direct and disequi-
librium components of selection and their net effect on the
asymptotic fate of rare alleles depends on the genetic struc-
ture of the population, including the nature of the association
between mating type and modifiers of SI expression (d).

Association between self-incompatibility enhancers and S-
locus heterozygotes

We found that under a wide range of parameter assign-
ments, enhancers of SI expression (t2 . t0) develop positive
associations (d . 0) with S-locus heterozygosity (eq. A11).
For viabilities of inbred offspring sufficiently low (eq. 11)
to ensure that S-locus heterozygotes transmit modifier alleles
at lower rates (R0 . R1), such associations with S-locus het-
erozygosity uniformly disfavor enhancers of SI. In particular,
a greater than twofold difference in viability between inbred
and outbred offspring (1/2 . s) ensures that the disequilib-
rium effect promotes the invasion of suppressors of SI. Con-
sequently, equation (9) represents a necessary condition for
the evolutionary maintenance of SI: it ensures that the direct
effect favor SI expression (dR0/dt0, dR1/dt0 . 0).

Incomplete Dominance

We denote the dominance of the introduced allele (M1) by
h: t1 5 t0 1 h(t2 2 t0), with h 5 0 denoting complete re-
cessivity, h 5 1/2 additive expression, and h 5 1 complete
dominance. For simplicity, we restricted most of our analysis
to modifier alleles that show complete dominance over the
resident allele (h 5 1, t1 5 t2). To explore the evolutionary
dynamics under other levels of dominance, we evaluated the
condition for local stability within the full four-dimensional
linearized system under a range of parameter assignments.

For a given set of values for the level of dominance, pro-
portion of self pollen, number of segregating S-alleles, initial
and new levels of SI expression, and level of reproductive
compensation (h, s, n, t0, t2, and c), we determined the thresh-
old viabilities of inbred offspring (s) that permit or exclude
the invasion of M1. Our results indicate that incomplete dom-
inance (h , 1) permits the maintenance of SI under slightly
larger values of s. This finding accords with that of an anal-
ysis of substitutions at the S-locus itself (Uyenoyama 1988b),
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FIG. 1. Higher levels of dominance (h) of introduced modifier
alleles reduce the maximum viability of inbred offspring that favors
self-incompatibility (SI) expression (t0 5 0.9, n 5 3, c 5 0.9). Rare
modifier alleles that enhance SI expression increase only for pa-
rameter combinations that lie beneath the curves.

FIG. 2. Declines in the level of reproductive compensation (c)
reduce the maximum viability of inbred offspring that favors dom-
inant (h 5 1) enhancers of self-incompatibility expression. Such
enhancers increase when rare for parameter combinations corre-
sponding to regions beneath the curves (t0 5 0.9, n 5 15). The
horizontal dashed line corresponds to complete reproductive com-
pensation (c 5 1).

FIG. 3. Costs of self-incompatibility (SI) expression increase with
declining numbers of segregating S-alleles (n). Dominant (h 5 1)
enhancers of SI expression invade populations only for viabilities
of inbred offspring (s) lying below the curves (t0 5 0.9, c 5 0.8).

which indicated that lower levels of dominance in pistil ex-
pression tend to promote the invasion of active S-alleles into
SC populations (see fig. 9 in Uyenoyama 1991). Even so,
Figure 1 suggests that the thresholds for even small depar-
tures from complete recessivity (h 5 0) correspond very
closely to the bound for complete dominance (h 5 1).

For most parameter sets, enhancers of SI expression invade
only for values of s below a single threshold value. However,
multiple threshold values of s can arise under low rates of
selfing and levels of dominance of the introduced modifier
allele. For example, Figure 1 indicates that in a narrow win-
dow of relatively low rates of receipt of self pollen (s), nearly
completely recessive (h 5 0.001) suppressors of SI increase
when rare under both very low and higher relative inbred
viabilities (s), with enhancers favored in a small intervening
range.

Incomplete Reproductive Compensation

The fate of a rare dominant modifier allele depends on the
rates at which it is transmitted through S-locus homozygotes
and heterozygotes (R0 and R1) and on relative S-locus het-
erozygosity among carriers and noncarriers (d, u1, and u0).
Under complete reproductive compensation (c 5 1), these
quantities depend only on whether the difference in viability
between inbred and outbred offspring exceeds twofold (1/2
. s; Appendix 3). Incomplete reproductive compensation (c
, 1) introduces a dependence on the level of SI expression
(t0) as well.

Evolutionary costs

Figure 2 illustrates, for a range of parameter values, the
regions in which enhancers of SI expression are favored or
disfavored by the direct selection component (coefficient of
q in eq. 7). For nearly complete reproductive compensation
(c → 1), the demarcation line between the two zones con-
verges to a twofold difference in viability (s 5 1/2). Costs

of SI expression increase with declining reproductive com-
pensation (c). Furthermore, SI expression imposes greater
restrictions on mating in populations with fewer segregating
S-alleles (n; Fig. 3). Positive associations between enhancers
of SI expression and S-locus heterozygotes, which transmit
modifier alleles at lower rates under strong inbreeding de-
pression (eq. 11), induce a small additional increase in the
cost of SI expression (Fig. 4).

Evolutionary stability

Incomplete reproductive compensation (c , 1) can gen-
erate the novel phenomenon of evolutionarily stable inter-
mediate levels of SI expression. Christiansen (1991) has re-
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FIG. 4. Disequilibrium between the modifier locus and the S-locus
causes a small increase in the cost of self-incompatibility (SI) ex-
pression. The lower curve depicts the maximum viability of inbred
offspring (s) that favors the invasion of dominant (h 5 1) enhancers
of SI, with other parameters as in Figure 1 (from eq. 7). The upper
curve indicates the bound suggested by the direct effect (eq. 16)
alone.

FIG. 5. Evolutionarily stable levels of self-incompatibility (SI) ex-
pression for a range of numbers of segregating S-alleles (h 5 0.5,
c 5 0.9, s 5 0.3). Enhancers of SI expression are favored only for
sufficiently low viabilities of inbred offspring (s values to the left
of the curves). Points on the curves themselves correspond to evo-
lutionarily stable levels of partial SI expression.

viewed various notions of evolutionary stability (ES). In par-
ticular, the trait value t̂ represents a continuously stable strat-
egy (CSS, Eshel and Motro 1981) if: (1) near the state of
fixation of a modifier allele that determines t̂, any modifier
allele that determines a different level of expression fails to
increase when rare; and (2) near the state of fixation of a
modifier allele that determines t̂ 1 e0, a modifier allele that
determines t̂ 1 e1 will increase when rare provided that

e (e 2 e ) . 0,0 0 1 (12)

for e0 and e1 sufficiently close to zero. Condition (12) in-
dicates that only alleles that initially bring the average level
of expression in the population closer to t̂ can invade. For
genetically monomorphic populations, a CSS conforms most
closely to an intuitive notion of the outcome of long-term
evolution: such states are attracting (the average value of the
trait in a population tends to converge to a CSS) and resistant
to invasion (CSS values once attained tend to be preserved).

We identified candidate ES states and explored their evo-
lutionary stability properties relative to modifier mutations
of weak effect (small t0 2 t2). For a number of parameter
sets (h, c, n, s, s), we determined values of the resident level
of SI expression (t0) at which the frequency of the rare mod-
ifier allele changes at less than geometric rates in the line-
arized recursion system (Dq 5 0 in eq. 7). Such expression
levels correspond to a superset of states that possess the first
property of a CSS. We then tested the attractiveness and
resistance to invasion of these candidates by iterating the full
recursion system (Appendix 1). Our preliminary analysis in-
dicates that most ES candidates do in fact correspond to
CSSs: they are both attracting and resistant to invasion. Fig-
ure 5 shows examples of evolutionarily stable levels of partial
SI expression for mutations of additive effect (h 5 1/2);
similar behavior arises under other dominance levels. In ad-
dition, under nearly complete recessivity (h 5 0.001), some

candidates appear to be anti-ESS states (Uyenoyama and
Bengtsson 1982): attracting but susceptible to invasion.

DISCUSSION

We have explored the evolutionary dynamics of enhancers
or suppressors of SI expression in populations subject to
incomplete reproductive compensation. In the introductory
section, we summarized experimental evidence of several
genetic mechanisms for the modification of SI expression.
We have addressed evolutionary changes at a modifier locus,
unlinked to the S-locus, which determines the proportion of
pollen tubes screened for compatibility. Our results indicate
that incomplete reproductive compensation greatly increases
the evolutionary costs of SI, particularly in populations with
low S-allele diversity. Unexpectedly, it can also bring into
existence evolutionarily stable levels of partial SI expression.

We first review the evolutionary costs of SI by comparing
our results to those of other theoretical studies in which the
genetic basis of the breakdown of SI has been explicitly
represented. Incomplete reproductive compensation reduces
the adaptiveness of SI as a mechanism of parental manipu-
lation. We then describe a heuristic device (a phenotypic
fitness model; Lloyd 1979) that recovers one of the two com-
ponents of selection on modifiers of SI expression found in
our genetic analysis of the evolutionary dynamics (eq. 7).
Finally, we address whether incomplete SI expression may
represent an evolutionarily stable state rather than a transient
condition between full SI and full SC.

Self-Incompatibility as a Eugenic Strategy

Rejection of viable pollen can improve fertility only to the
extent that future reproductive success compensates for any
immediate loss of reproductive success. Under complete re-
productive compensation (c 5 1), pollen rejection in fact
entails no immediate reduction in seed set; the adaptive value
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of SI expression dependent only on the relative viability and
relatedness of offspring. Under incomplete reproductive com-
pensation (c , 1), the direct decline of immediate seed set
with SI expression constitutes an evolutionary cost to de-
ferred fertilization (Fig. 2).

By inhibiting fertilization by all self pollen but only some
fraction of outcross pollen, SI can raise the proportion of
seeds set by outcross pollen. Low numbers of segregating S-
alleles (n) tend to disfavor enhancers of SI expression by
increasing the fraction of outcross pollen rejected (Fig. 3).
If nearly all pollen received is outcross pollen (s close to
zero), pollen rejection reduces seed set while only slightly
improving the production of outbred offspring. If nearly all
pollen received is self pollen (s close to one), SI expression
severely reduces seed set. Accordingly, intermediate levels
of receipt of self pollen are most conducive to the mainte-
nance of SI (Fig. 2).

Genetic Models of Self-Incompatibility Breakdown

Substitutions at the S-locus

Charlesworth and Charlesworth (1979) studied the break-
down of SI systems through the substitution of defective S-
alleles. In contrast with the canonical formulation of GSI
(Wright 1939), their model assumed complete absence of
reproductive compensation. Uyenoyama (1988a,b) and Stein-
bachs and Holsinger (1999) derived conditions for the origin
of SI from an SC state under full reproductive compensation.

Invasion of self-compatible populations by S-alleles with
dominant expression in pistil occurs only under severe in-
breeding depression:

1 1 2 s
. . s (13)

2 3 2 2s

(Uyenoyama 1988a), for s the relative viability of inbred
offspring and s the proportion of self pollen received on
stigmas. This expression illustrates that the cost of outcross-
ing incurred by alleles at the S-locus itself can considerably
exceed twofold: by specifically rejecting pollen that express
the same S-allele, SI expression causes the maternal and pa-
ternal complements to differ more than random. The maximal
viability of inbred offspring that favors SI returns to twofold
under recessive pistil expression (Charlesworth and Charles-
worth 1979; Uyenoyama 1988b,c; Steinbachs and Holsinger
1999).

The classical twofold difference in relatedness between
parents and offspring generated by outcrossing and selfing
reflects random sampling of the allele received through out-
cross pollen. In contrast, S-allele-specific rejection of pollen
causes the S-allele borne by compatible outcross pollen to
differ more than randomly from the S-alleles of the maternal
parent. The consequent reduction in parent-offspring relat-
edness with respect to the S-locus inflates the evolutionary
costs of SI beyond twofold (Uyenoyama 1988b).

Substitutions at unlinked loci

Uyenoyama (1988c) explored Mather’s (1943) proposal
that SI originated through the recognition of alleles segre-
gating at a proto-S-locus. In this evolutionary scenario, the

ancestral S-locus initially served only as a switch gene, a
highly polymorphic locus for which similarity between pistil
and pollen genotype was indicative of genealogical relation-
ship. Under complete reproductive compensation, a twofold
difference in viability of inbred and outbred offspring is suf-
ficient to favor the invasion of factors that permit such rec-
ognition (see eq. 16 in Uyenoyama 1988c). This result reflects
the restoration of the twofold difference in parent-offspring
relatedness with respect to modifiers unlinked to the S-locus.
Like linkage (r , 1/2), incomplete reproductive compensa-
tion (c , 1) increases the evolutionary cost of SI beyond
twofold (9).

A Phenotypic Fitness Analysis of Self-Incompatibility
Breakdown

Lloyd’s (1979) phenotypic fitness approach provides a heu-
ristic device for the evolutionary analysis of trade-offs among
ecological and genetic factors. Genetic evolution is implicit
in this method, with genetic transmission subsumed under
parent-offspring relatedness. It assumes that evolutionary tra-
jectories converge to states that correspond to maxima of
proposed fitness functions. These fitness functions comprise
numbers of offspring produced through various modes of
reproduction, weighted by parent-offspring relatedness. We
find that the phenotypic fitness approach recovers the direct
effect on modifiers of SI expression, but not the disequilib-
rium effect, which derives from evolved genetic associations
between modifiers of SI expression and S-locus heterozy-
gosity (eq. 7).

To study the evolution of self-fertilization, Lloyd (1992)
proposed the phenotypic fitness function

x̄
w 5 x 1 2sy 1 p , (14)i i i i p̄

in which wi represents the fitness of phenotype i. It depends
on the number of ovules produced by phenotype i that are
fertilized by outcross pollen (xi), the number fertilized by self
pollen (yi), and the relative viability of inbred offspring (s).
Reproductive success of phenotype i through pollen depends
on its contribution to the outcross pollen pool (pi) relative
to the average pollen contribution (p̄) and the average number
of outcrossed ovules (x̄). The factor of 2 against yi reflects
the twofold increase in parent-offspring relatedness under
selfing. Outbreeder phenotype 0, which sets fewer seeds by
self pollen (y1 . y0), has higher phenotypic fitness if

x 2 x p 2 p x̄0 1 0 11 . 2s (15)1 2 1 2y 2 y y 2 y p̄1 0 1 0

(compare eq. 1b of Lloyd 1992). The second term on the left
represents the effects of pollen discounting (Holsinger et al.
1984), the reduction in contribution to the outcross pollen
pool that an increase in seed set by self pollen entails. Anal-
ogously, the other term on the left represents seed discounting
(Lloyd 1992), correlated changes in the numbers of seeds set
by outcross and self pollen. In particular, seed discounting
is absent if the two phenotypes set identical total numbers
of seeds (x0 1 y0 5 x1 1 y1), as expected in the absence of
pollen limitation. Candidates for evolutionarily stable mating
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systems satisfy condition (15) with the inequality replaced
by an equality.

Our analysis addresses the evolution of modifiers of SI
expression in the absence of pollen discounting (p0 5 p1).
Of the two components of selection arising in the evolution-
ary modification of SI expression (7), the direct effect, which
reflects trade-offs among parent-offspring relatedness, off-
spring viability, and seed set, resembles a phenotypic fitness
function. This component favors enhancers of SI if

dR dRn0 1nu 1 u . 0, (16)0 11 22dt dt0 0

for R0 and R1 (eq. 8) measures of transmission of modifier
alleles through S-locus homozygotes and heterozygotes, re-
spectively, and t0 the current prevailing level of SI expres-
sion. To recast this component of selection in terms of phe-
notypic fitnesses (14), we represent the transmission of mod-
ifier alleles through S-locus homozygotes by

R 5 (x 1 2sy )/2,0 0 0 (17)

for x0 and y0 seed set by outcross and self pollen:

(1 2 s)[(1 2 t )/n 1 (1 2 1/n)]0x 5 and (18a)0 d0

s(1 2 t )0y 5 . (18b)0 d0

Enhanced SI expression promotes transmission of modifier
alleles through S-locus homozygotes if

dR dx dy0 0 05 1 2s 2 . 0. (19)1 2@dt dt dt0 0 0

Because greater SI expression reduces seed set through self
pollen (dy0/dt0 , 0), this condition entails

dx /dt0 02s , 5 p , (20)02dy /dt0 0

for p0 the seed discounting component of condition (15).
From equations (18a, b), we obtain

(1 2 s)[cs(1 2 1/n) 2 (1 2 c)/n]
p 5 . (21)0 s[c(1 2 s)(1 2 1/n) 1 (1 2 c)]

Incorporating similar expressions for rates of transmission of
modifier alleles through S-locus heterozygotes (R1), we ob-
tain an alternative representation of (16):

n
nu p 1 u p . 2s, (22)0 0 1 11 22

(compare condition 15), for

(1 2 s)[cs(1 2 2/n) 2 (1 2 c)2/n]
p 5 # p . (23)1 0s[c(1 2 s)(1 2 2/n) 1 (1 2 c)]

Both p0 and p1 attain their maximum value of unity under
complete reproductive compensation (c 5 1), which yields
the twofold cost of outcrossing expected in the absence of
pollen discounting (see eq. 20). Incomplete reproductive
compensation (c , 1) induces higher levels of seed dis-
counting, which tends to discourage SI expression; this effect
is greater in S-locus heterozygotes than homozygotes.

Mixed Mating Systems

Evolutionary stability

In addition to substantially reducing the maximal viability
of inbred offspring that permits the maintenance of SI, in-
complete reproductive compensation gives rise to evolution-
arily stable levels of partial expression of SI (Fig. 5). These
states exist only in a narrow transition zone between complete
expression (low s, to the left of the curves in Fig. 5) and
complete suppression (higher s). The curves converge rap-
idly to virtual step functions as the number of segregating
S-alleles (n) or level of reproductive compensation (c) in-
crease. Even so, the very existence of evolutionarily stable
mixed mating systems was not anticipated.

Evolutionarily stable levels of partial SI expression reflect
exact cancellation between the disequilibrium (eq. 10) and
direct (eq. 16) effects of SI on the transmission of modifier
alleles (see eq. 7). Consideration of phenotypic fitnesses (di-
rect effect alone) would suggest that candidates for evolu-
tionarily stable states satisfy

n
nu (p 2 2s) 1 u (p 2 2s) 5 0 (24)0 0 1 11 22

(from eq. 22). This condition requires that inbreeding de-
pression be sufficiently intense to compensate for seed dis-
counting in S-locus homozygotes but not in heterozygotes:

p . 2s . p .0 1 (25)

Our dynamical analysis, which explicitly addresses the ge-
netic evolution of modifiers of SI expression, indicates that
enhancers of SI evolve positive genetic associations with S-
locus heterozygosity (eq. A11). Under incomplete reproduc-
tive compensation, this disequilibrium effect tends to oppose
SI because S-locus heterozygotes reject more S-alleles than
do homozygotes (eq. 10). Evolutionarily stable states in fact
correspond to a balance between a positive association be-
tween phenotypic fitness and expression of SI (16) and the
negative consequences of the genetic association (10). Such
effects arise even in the absence of linkage between the mod-
ifier of SI and the S-locus, the condition least conducive to
the generation of disequilibrium. While disequilibrium be-
tween the modifier and the S-locus generates only a small
increase in the evolutionary costs of SI in our study (Fig. 4),
its influence likely grows as linkage tightens.

Coevolution of components of self-incompatibility systems

Although our analysis treats the number of segregating S-
alleles (n) as a parameter, it undoubtedly coevolves with the
level of SI expression. Because the costs of SI grow as the
number of S-alleles declines (Fig. 3), reductions in the num-
ber of S-alleles with SI expression would intensify any initial
selective disadvantage of SI for a given level of inbreeding
depression. Similarly, any initial selective advantage of en-
hanced SI expression would be reinforced by consequent in-
creases in S-allele number.

Changes in the intensity of inbreeding depression may
modulate this pressure toward full expression or full sup-
pression of SI. We propose that coevolution on comparable
time scales of inbreeding depression and the mating system
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may admit evolutionarily stable levels of partial SI expression
under less restrictive conditions. Genetic associations be-
tween factors contributing to inbreeding depression and mod-
ifiers of SI expression likely influence the minimal intensity
of inbreeding depression required for the maintenance of SI.
Previous studies of the evolutionary modification of selfing
rate suggest that such associations can decrease (Uyenoyama
and Waller 1991a) as well as increase (Uyenoyama and Wal-
ler 1991b) the evolutionary costs of outbreeding. In partic-
ular, SI may be maintained even under less than twofold
levels of inbreeding depression (Uyenoyama 1991).

Evolutionary Significance of Incomplete Self-Incompatibility
Expression

Expression of SI may incur lower evolutionary costs than
suggested by our analysis in perennial species, for which
reproductive compensation may be realized over multiple
breeding seasons (Goodwillie 1999; Larson and Barrett
2000). Allocating more reproductive resources to seasons that
offer better opportunities for outcrossing may bear evolu-
tionary advantages similar to those deriving from within-
season serial adjustment (Lloyd 1980) of maternal resources
among successive developmental stages. In particular, the
abscission of self-pollinated flowers in Phormium tenax (Be-
cerra and Lloyd 1992) and the positive association between
rates of fruit abortion and SI expression in Campanula ra-
punculoides (Vogler and Stephenson 2001) may represent
adaptations rather than unconditionally deleterious by-prod-
ucts of self-fertilization or expression of SI. Reproductive
assurance (Lloyd 1979) reflects the advantage of producing
even low quality offspring over no offspring at all. In con-
trast, reproductive compensation across multiple seasons
would confer benefits even under full SI expression.

Phylogenetically independent contrasts provide some sup-
port for the view that having multiple mating opportunities
may alleviate pollen limitation (Larson and Barrett 2000).
Woody species (all polycarpic) showed significantly greater
improvement in fruit set under pollen supplementation than
did herbaceous species (polycarpic and monocarpic); how-
ever, the contrast between polycarpic and monocarpic species
under restriction to self-incompatible herbs indicated non-
significant differences.

An intriguing question concerns whether incomplete ex-
pression of SI represents an evolutionarily stable state rather
than a transient condition between complete expression and
complete breakdown of SI (Levin 1996; Stephenson et al.
2000). In particular, the history of duplication or polyploid-
ization in C. rapunculoides suggested by allozyme segrega-
tion patterns (Vogler and Stephenson 2001) may indicate that
partial breakdown of SI in this species merely represents a
by-product of the duplication of part of the S-locus. Alter-
natively, attenuation of SI expression may directly confer
selective advantages in this species, which commonly resides
in small, isolated populations (Vogler et al. 1999), conditions
shown to be associated with low cross-compatibility (Levin
1989; Byers and Meagher 1992; Goodell et al. 1997). Indeed,
the existence of many possible points of control of SI ex-
pression (McClure et al. 2000; Cruz-Garcı́a et al. 2003) and
the demonstrated heritability of age-dependent breakdown in

this species (Good-Ávila and Stephenson 2002) suggest that
partial SI expression may represent an adaptation and not
merely a transient condition.
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APPENDIX 1

Recursion System

Recursions in gene and genotypic frequencies correspond to:
2 29 * * * *Tu 5 ss[(1 2 t )[u 1 (n 2 1)u /4] 1 (1 2 t ){v 1 (n 2 1)v [r 1 (1 2 r) ]/2}/4]0 0 0 1 1 0 1

* * * *1 (1 2 s)p{(1 2 t )[u 1 (n 2 1)u /2] 1 (1 2 t )[v 1 (n 2 1)v /2]/2}/n, (A1)0 0 1 1 0 1

9 * * * * * * * *Tu 5 ss[(1 2 t )u 1 (1 2 t )v r(1 2 r)]/2 1 (1 2 s)2p[u 1 v /2 1 (n 2 2)(u 1 v /2)/2 1 (1 2 t )u /2 1 (1 2 t )v /4]/n, (A2)1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

9 * * * * * *Tv 5 ss (1 2 t )[v 1 r(1 2 r)(n 2 1)v ]/2 1 (1 2 s)p{(1 2 t )[w 1 (n 2 1)w /2] 1 (1 2 t )[v 1 (n 2 1)v /2]/2}/n0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 1

* * * *1 (1 2 s)q{(1 2 t )[u 1 (n 2 1)u /2] 1 (1 2 t )[v 1 (n 2 1)v /2]/2}/n, (A3)0 0 1 1 0 1

2 29 * * * * * * *Tv 5 ss (1 2 t )v [r 1 (1 2 r) ]/2 1 (1 2 s)2p[w 1 v /2 1 (n 2 2)(w 1 v /2)/2 1 (1 2 t )w /2 1 (1 2 t )v /4]/n1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1

* * * * * *1 (1 2 s)2q[u 1 v /2 1 (n 2 2)(u 1 v /2)/2 1 (1 2 t )u /2 1 (1 2 t )v /4]/n, (A4)0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

2 29 * * * *Tw 5 ss[(1 2 t )[w 1 (n 2 1)w /4] 1 (1 2 t ){v 1 (n 2 1)v [r 1 (1 2 r) ]/2}/4]0 2 0 1 1 0 1

* * * *1 (1 2 s)q{(1 2 t )[w 1 (n 2 1)w /2] 1 (1 2 t )[v 1 (n 2 1)v /2]/2}/n, and (A5)2 0 1 1 0 1

9 * * * * * * * *Tw 5 ss[(1 2 t )w 1 (1 2 t )v r(1 2 r)]/2 1 (1 2 s)2q[w 1 v /2 1 (n 2 2)(w 1 v /2)/2 1 (1 2 t )w /2 1 (1 2 t )v /4]/n, (A6)1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1

in which T ensures that the genotypic frequencies sum to unity:

n
9 9 9 9 9 9nT(u 1 v 1 w ) 1 T(u 1 v 1 w ) 5 T (A7)0 0 0 1 1 11 22

(compare eq. 2). Variables and take a form analogous to equation (3a), with the substitution of the appropriate SI expression level* *v w0 0
(t1 or t2), and and are analogous to equation (3b).* *v w1 1

For very low frequencies of the modifier allele M1, terms of the second order or smaller in the frequencies of gametes or genotypes
that carry this allele are negligible. In this linearized system of recursions, T, u0, and u1 take their values at equilibrium, prior to the
introduction of M1 (from eq. 2, with 5 u0 and 5 u1).u9 u90 1

APPENDIX 2

Local Stability Analysis

We determined the condition for the initial increase of a dominant
modifier allele (M1) introduced, in arbitrarily low frequency at a
locus unlinked to the S-locus, into the equilibrium resident popu-
lation (û0, û1). Ignoring terms of second order or smaller in the
frequencies of carriers of M1 produces a linear approximation of
the evolutionary dynamics:

q9 q
5 M . (A8)1 2 1 2d9 d

Because M is nonnegative, a necessary and sufficient condition for
local stability (exclusion of M1) is that the determinants of all prin-
cipal minors of [I 2 M] be positive (see Gantmacher 1959, p. 71).
Our assumption of weak effect of the modifier (t2 close to t0) implies,
for irreducible M, that positivity of the characteristic equation of
the linearized transformation evaluated at one is sufficient for local
stability:

Det[I 2 M] . 0, (A9)

for Det the determinant. We verified the sufficiency of this criterion
for biologically relevant cases associated with reducible matrices
(c 5 0, c 5 1, s 5 1).

We addressed the relationship between the ultimate fate of a rare
modifier allele introduced in arbitrary genotypic configuration (A9)
and the direction of change in its frequency over a single generation
(eq. 7). For rare modifier alleles of sufficiently weak effect (small
differences among t0, t1, and t2), the direction of gene frequency
change over a single generation from a particular genotypic con-
figuration does in fact indicate asymptotic local stability. This con-
figuration (q̃, ) is determined from the second row ofd̃

q̃ Dq
[M 2 I ] 5 (A10)1 2 1 2d̃ 0

(Uyenoyama 1991). Numerical evaluation of this genotypic config-
uration under a wide range of parameter assignments indicates that
modifier alleles that enhance SI expression develop positive asso-
ciations with S-locus heterozygosity:

d̃ } 2q̃(t 2 t ).0 2 (A11)

APPENDIX 3

Limiting Cases

Assignment of some parameters to the limits of their valid ranges
can generate a reducible local stability matrix. In such cases, pos-
itivity of equation (7) remains a necessary condition for local sta-
bility, but it may not be sufficient. Here we confirm sufficiency for
biologically relevant cases of this kind.

Under complete reproductive compensation (c 5 1), equation (8)
indicates that SI expression increases reproductive success in S-
locus homozygotes and heterozygotes only if inbreeding reduces
offspring viability by twofold or more:

dR dR0 1, } s(1 2 s)(1 2 2s). (A12)
dt dt0 0

Viabilities in this range also ensure that S-locus homozygotes trans-
mit modifier alleles at higher rates:

R 2 R } s(1 2 s)t (1 2 t )(1 2 2s).0 1 0 0 (A13)

These expressions indicate that under greater than twofold differ-
ences in viability between inbred and outbred offspring (1/2 . s),
the direct effect (A12) tends to favor and the disequilibrium effect
(A13) to disfavor enhancers of SI expression. Evaluation of equa-
tion (7) at (q̃, ) indicates that the direct effect prevails, recoveringd̃
previous results (Uyenoyama 1988c).

Under exclusive receipt of self pollen (s 5 1), homozygotes and
heterozygotes transmit modifier alleles at equal rates (R0 5 R1, from
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eq. 10) and increased SI expression uniformly reduces transmission
(dR0/dt0, dR1/dt0 , 0). From (7),

2TDq } 2(t 2 t ),0 2 (A14)

which indicates that SI expression is uniformly disfavored in the
absence of outcross pollen.

Expression of SI is also uniformly disfavored in the absence of
reproductive compensation (c 5 0). Rejection of incompatible pol-
len only consigns to lethality zygotes that would have derived from

those pollen. Irrespective of the relative viability of inbred offspring
(s), SI expression uniformly reduces offspring production (dR0/dt0,
dR1/dt0 , 0, from eq. 9). Furthermore, S-locus heterozygotes, with
which enhancers of SI expression are associated (eq. A11), transmit
modifier alleles at lower rates than do homozygotes (R0 2 R1 . 0,
from eq. 10) because they reject a larger proportion of pollen. Con-
sequently, both the direct and disequilibrium components of the
one-generation change in modifier allele frequency (7) disfavor en-
hancers of SI expression.


